Apparently Karol Madera [VE7KFM] recognizes himself as “the infamous
embarrassment from Canada” since he obviously took offense at this turn of phrase,
sending out one of his infamous (and unintentionally humorous) demand letters.
Although VE7KFM.com has routinely referred to Karol Madera as a liar, a fraud, a
failure, and a despicable excuse for a human being, he's never sent us a memo like the
one below. Believe me, we're very jealous!
From: Karol Madera [ve7kfm@gmail.com]
To: [Various Recipients]
Sent: Wed, Feb 10, 2010 10:22 am
[redacted]
Further to your comment on YOUR:
[website] yesterday:
I received a tape of the infamous embarrassment from Canada operating on 20 meters the other day...what causes a
man to act this way?
I again put you on NOTICE that this comment is DEFAMATORY via innuendo and otherwise and is also w/o legal
foundation....
As such, I DEMAND that it be removed FORTHWITH.
But, since we supposedly are "brother amateurs" and because you prefer to listen to [redacted] sophistry/audio clips rather
than [carefully] directly on-air, to answer your
question in part, have a listen to the audio link [deleted] Jamming on 20 Meters in the newly set up self-explanatory
website:
http://karol_madera_blows.com/ [not a real website... yet]
by a US radio amateur w/ whom I've only spoken on-air once, if memory/my log serves....
To the extent that you facilitated the mischief and criminality by [redacted] on your [redacted] pages as long as a decade+
ago--well before I I knew of their existence/had occasion to become the object of the "14.275 Mafia" attention--I submit
that you are in a much better position to answer your provocative, rhetorical and most importantly, defamatory question.
REMOVE THE COMMENT FORTHWITH !!!
Otherwise, govern yourself accordingly.
Karol F. MADERA
Dipl(s) ULE, Hons. B.A.(RMC), LL.B., M.P.A.
Captain [Retarded] Aide De Campy [Twink]
VE7KFM
Cc Solicitor--N.B. [redacted] similar course of malicious conduct, to prior, on file
[Some items redacted. Other items marginally re-arranged for purposes of satire and humor.]

